
SECURING THE PAYROLL
F ind out  how we he lped a

Secur i ty  Consul tancy in  England
manage the i r  payro l l  system!

BEFORE ACCOUNTIFI

Our clients are Security Consultants from England and
Wales who provide security guard services to several 
 companies. Everyday, they coordinate with a large
number of people, assess risky situations, train their
security team for using the latest technology and so on.

As they managed a lot of workers spanning large areas,
it became difficult for them to keep an eye on whether
everyone was remunerated duly, and if their payroll was
up-to-date.

AFTER ACCOUNTIFI

AccountIf i  = Accounting + Automation
Making the l ives of Accounting and

Finance professionals easier!

More than 30 hours saved in
payroll tracking
Error-free bookkeeping services
Customer reconciliations done
on time with the help of
customised bots

Benefits

Payroll not tracked
Incorrect figures entered in the
books for amounts to be
received from customers

Challenges

AT A GLANCE

“AccountIfi understood our need to
maintain an uptight payroll system.
Because of their services, it is now
easier than ever to track salary
expenses and also ensure that our
guards who work hard get paid on
time. They also make sure to keep
our books error-free and updated
every month, leaving us more time to
secure the locations we serve.”

Senior Manager
Security Consulting company

We understood that our client needed a stress-free
solution that keeps tabs on the payroll so that they had
more time to focus on training their teams.

Automated their payroll to ensure that their teams
received their salaries on time, every month.
Developed bots to update and maintain their books so
that no expense goes unaccounted.
Used bots to flag any pending amounts to be received
from their customers.

We catered to their specific needs in the following ways:

By automating their payroll and bookkeeping with us, the
time taken to complete those tasks reduced from 2 days
to just a few hours per month! Our clients are relaxed as
they could now track their payroll and receipts with ease!

Contact us 

EXPERIENCE A FREE, NO-STRINGS-ATTACHED TRIAL OF OUR
AUTOMATION SERVICE.

mailto:pritesh@desicrew.in
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